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STUDENT GOVERNMENT       ENROLLED 
 
 
STUDENT SENATE 
F09RS 
SGR NO.   3 
BY:  SENATORS PRESTRIDGE AND PARKER 
 
                                      A RESOLUTION 
TO RECOGNIZE AND COMMEND THE LOUISIANA STATE UNIVERSITY TIGERS BASEBALL 
TEAM AND ITS STAFF FOR WINNING THE 2009 NCAA BASEBALL COLLEGE WORLD 
SERIES, AND FOR OTHER OUTSTANDING ACHIEVEMENTS.  
 
PARAGRAPH 1: WHEREAS, THE LSU TIGERS BASEBALL TEAM HAS PREVIOUSLY 
MADE FIFTEEN APPEARANCES IN THE COLLEGE WORLD SERIES, 
FIVE OF THEM WHICH LED TO NATIONAL CHAMPIONSHIPS; AND 
 
PARAGRAPH 2: WHEREAS, THE LSU TIGER BASEBALL TEAM SUCCESSFULLY 
OUTPLAYED THE COMPETITION AND EVENTUALLY WON THE 2009 
NCAA COLLEGE WORLD SERIES, BEATING THE TOP-RANKED 
UNIVERSITY OF TEXAS LONGHORNS; AND  
 
PARAGHAPH 3: WHEREAS, OUTFIELDER AND LSU SENIOR JARED MITCHELL 
WAS NAMED THE 2009 COLLEGE WORLD SERIES MOST VALUABLE 
PLAYER; AND 
 
PARAPRAPH 4: WHEREAS, LSU BASEBALL COACH PAUL MAINIERI WAS NAMED 
THE 2009 NATIONAL COACH OF THE YEAR BY THE COLLEGIATE 
BASEBALL NEWSPAPER AND BASEBALL AMERICA; AND 
 
PARAGRAPH 5: WHEREAS, THESE ACHIEVEMENTS UNQUESTIONABLY BENEFIT 
THE GROWTH AND REPUTATION OF OUR UNIVERSITY, AND HELPS 
TO INSTILL A GREATER SENSE OF "TIGER PRIDE" IN EACH AND 
EVERY LSU STUDENT. 
  
PARAGRAPH 6: THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED BY THE STUDENT 
GOVERNMENT OF LOUISIANA STATE UNIVERSITY AND 
AGRICULTURAL AND MECHANICAL COLLEGE THAT WE 
RECOGNIZE AND COMMEND OUR LSU TIGERS BASEBALL TEAM 
FOR WINNING THE 2009 COLLEGE WORLD SERIES, AND FOR THEIR 
OTHER OUTSTANDING ACHIEVEMENTS; AND 
 
PARAGRAPH 7: BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED THAT A COPY OF THIS  
RESOLUTION BE SENT TO LSU TIGERS BASEBALL TEAM COACH 
PAUL MAINIERI, LSU ATHLETIC DIRECTOR JOE ALLEVA, AND 
LSU CHANCELLOR MIKE MARTIN.  
APPROVED: 
 
 
____________________________   _____________________________ 
TYLER H. MARTIN     STUART WATKINS 
SPEAKER OF THE SENATE    STUDENT BODY PRESIDENT 
 
DATE_______________________   DATE_______________________ 
